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INTRODUCTION 
 

As the cinema hushed and the popcorn rustled the title music began – 

sounding for all the world like a speeded up version of Elgar’s ‘Pomp 
And Circumstance March’. 

 

 

The titles scrolled as they always did. ‘Suspend belief in the future…’ 

they said over the inky blackness of space, the picture of the galaxy 

shown with a helpful, ‘you are here’ label at the edge. 
 

 

The subtitle confirmed this was indeed part of a serial – ‘Space Vixens 
From Mars - Episode 25M – Divine Wind: The Girl From MARS’’. 

Then the back-story scrolled up… 
 

 

Abducted from Earth at the dawn of the 21st century, the Space Vixens 

from Mars police the fourth decade of the 26th – their ongoing mission to 

fight for truth, justice and humanity’s rightful place as part of the Great 

Galactic Coalition’. 
 

Then the camera flew in through the back and yellow of a starfield to 

show the ‘Red Planet’ itself – snow caps and burgeoning terraformed 

vegetation to the fore, with the legend, ‘Vous est ici’. 
 

‘The story so far…’ 
 

explained a disembodied voice… 
 

‘2567 - and it is a dark time for the great Galactic Coalition. As war 

rages the Republic of Mars is yet defended by women of good character 

- The Space Vixens From Mars.  
  

Yet in spirits from humanity’s future - into humanity’s past may yet an 

answer lie…’ 
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    Hannah Windsor - Space Vixen from Mars - felt woozy – disorientated by the 

familiar (yet unfamiliar) sensation of transfer to a parallel universe. She saw she 

was standing in a busy night time street. The air was heavy and musky, the gravity 

so Earth-like it could only be Earth. The Sun had set leaving red streaks in the 

West, the Moon already high in the sky. She next looked down – saw her hands, 

felt unchanged – saw she was wearing a short, green, mini-dress, one barely 

appropriate for a woman of her years1. 

    “London, Earth, 1966”, a voice next to her conspired. 

    “St Kylie?” if disorientated she yet recognized her patron – dressed as she – but 

in Martian red. 

                                                           
1 Ok, Hannah was age 16 when abducted from Earth by The Greys in Y2K; so was still ‘16’ upon revival from 

suspended animation in 2525. Thus, when sent back in time in 2567, would have had a total chronological age of 58. 

However, when the dilation effect of hypspatial travel is factored in she would appear considerably younger (Ed.).  
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    “Just ‘Kylie’ down here!” back came a laughing reply from a casual toss of her 

golden halo of hair. “Come on!” 

    “Yeah come on”, the dark-haired grey-eyed Athena too was present – dressed in 

blue. Together they directed Hannah into an adjacent pub called ‘The Red Lion’, 

thence up to the bar. 

    They soon got noticed (girls get priority). “Three ‘Hammer’s Slammers’ Athie 

ordered. 

    “No, no!” Hannah protested. “I don’t drink alcohol! ‘I won’t put a thief in me to 

steal my brains’”, she quoted an old temperance text. 

    “Now, now Han”, Kylie chided. “Remember what ‘SB’ said2. You must take 

upon yourself some sin in order your three clone sisters might receive their just 

reward”. 

    “My penance”, she recalled. “Am I then the template? The original?” 

    “Dunno”, Athie shrugged. “Which is which you, I, or anyone else, will never 

know”. 

    “Unless He tells us?” 

    “Yeah, unless He tells us”. 

    “That’s the way God planned it”, Kylie grinned addition as Athie paid. 

    They took their drinks and sat down. “I can’t”, the perplexed Hannah looked at 

the Devil’s liquid to deny. 

    “Yes you can”, Kylie insisted. “Hey - I can”, she knocked back hers in one. 

    “My penance?” Han surmised. 

    “That’s one way of looking at it…” Athie winked. 

    Well, if it was good enough for Mars’ patron saint… Steeling herself against 

fear Hannah Windsor took a deep breath – drank – and swallowed. The cocktail 

felt strange – warm – sweet – not as unpleasant as she’d feared. And her mind? It 

did not yet seem impaired. 

    “Same again!” Athie easily caught the eye of the handsome bartender…  

 

 

    She’d been wrong about the cocktail. So very wrong. After a further brace of 

‘Slammers’ Hannah Windsor was more intoxicated than she’d ever (voluntarily) 

been before in her life. But at least she knew when to stop.  

    Which is more than could be said for her companions. Fallen angels? Oh, for 

sure… “Do you two… well, come here often?” Han wondered. 

    “Not that often”, Athie was explaining their modus operandii. 

    “Once in a while only”, Kylie tried to insinuate their conduct was – somehow - 

above reproach. “Everyone needs the odd night out from Heaven, right?” 

                                                           
2 SB= ‘The Supreme Being’ Aka ‘God, ‘Allah’, ‘Dave’ etc (Ed.) 
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    “Hey - they’re coming over”, Athie whispered. 

    “Who are?” Hannah alarmed. 

    “Guys”, Kylie grinned. 

    “Oh my!” Mrs Windsor felt fear and trepidation rise… 

 

    Somehow they’d ended up at a nightclub – exactly the sort of place Mrs 

Windsor habitually abhorred. It was one of the new-fangled (for 1966) 

discotechques.  

    And now they were in the lavatory for a conference. 

     “But this man is clearly expecting me to sin!” the Windsor widow protested. 

    “You’re free and single”, Athena  

rationalized. “As are we all”. 

    “Yes, but… He’s got a sports car”. 

    “You must go”, Kylie was grave.  

“And enjoy any naturally occurring  

sinning too. Your other self – your  

other clone – cannot do proper  

penance without you sinning upon her  

behalf”. 

    “But I can’t!” Han again protested. 

    “But you must!” Athie insisted.  

“There must be karma – balance.  

Yin and Yang. You must commit the  

sin necessary to balance your other  

selves’ atonement”. 

    “But…” 

    “Now, now, no butts”, Kylie  

persisted. “Look at it this way. With  

most beings it’s sin first – then repent. You’ve got to do it the other way round, 

that’s all. Right?” 

    “So if you don’t sin”, Athie warned, “Dad might change his mind and not let 

your other self – the clone on Mars - continue to suffer”. 

    “Or the other two clones get their just reward”. Kylie reinforced. 

    “Gosh!” Hannah furrowed her brow. “I hadn’t thought of it like that. What ‘just 

reward’ by the way?” 

    “One gets a royal title3, the other a happy family life4 – the two things you’ve 

always most wanted - but could never before have”. 

                                                           
3 See Episode 25K - ‘Divine Wind: A Space Vixen At The Court Of King Arthur’ (Ed.) 
4 See Episode 25L - ‘Divine Wind: Pride And Sensibility’ (Ed.) 
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    “You really wanna risk all that for yourself, Han?” Athie continued the ‘nice 

angel’ routine. 

    “But as a clone I have rights too?” she protested. “Free will?” 

    “Yeah”, Athie shrugged. “So does Dad – and He doesn’t like His plans being 

upset”. 

    “No, I guess not”, thinking of potential ‘fire and brimstone’ Hannah Windsor 

felt like a character trapped in a bad Jackie Steele novel – a victim of circumstance 

about to ‘fall’ into a ‘Swinging London’ den of vice and inequity.  

    “Think of it as martyrdom, if you wish”, Kylie rationalized. 

    “Right – yes – martyrdom!” Mrs Windsor inspired. “Yes! I am the martyred 

one! Martyred to suffer for my duplicate sisters!” 

    “That’s the spirit!” Athena endorsed. “And since it’s our night off too - let’s go 

out and sin!” 

 

    Martyrdom? Sin? She’d already sinned tonight by having far more than the 

recommended number of alcoholic units. Now – it seemed she, Hannah Windsor, 

former First Lady of Mars, was expected to sin some more. And for how long? 

‘Only once in a while’, Athie had said. Or was it Kylie? Because of the alcohol she 

couldn’t quite remember… 

    But some people regarded this kind of sin as fun? 

    “Bye!” Athie again emerged from the Ladies to disappear with Jack. “Don’t wait 

up!” 

    “Bye”, Hannah meekly agreed. ‘Don’t wait up?’ But she had nowhere to go? 

Kylie had already gone with Mike, leaving her with Alfie... 

    “You were saying”, he smiled. “About your late husband?” 

    “Ah, yes, well, I miss him terribly. Not ready to move on at all”.  

    “If you are not”, he smiled, “why come here?”  

    “Ah, well, that’s easy to explain. My friends dragged me here. Against my will –

totally!” 

    He laughed, his dark-brown eyes burning into hers. “You say that like you 

almost believe it?” 

    “Oh believe it”, she hoped she was doing the right thing. “Because it’s true”. 

    “Yet you are a beautiful person, Hannah?” he placed his hand upon hers. 

    “Please Alfie”, she blocked. “I’m old enough to know…” 

    “As am I”, he interrupted to move further into her body space.  

    Martyrdom? This kind of sacrifice yet came hard to Hannah Windsor. “Gosh 

Alfie!” she remained firm. “I’m very flattered but…” 

    He drew back and laughed. “I really do believe you do not know who I am”. 

    “Should I?” she furrowed her brow in confusion. 

    Again the Cockney laughed. “Ok, I’ll drive you back to yours, alright?” 
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    “Ah!” Hannah realized she not only had no ID and no address – but her guardian 

angels had also flown. “My place. Ah, well, I’m totally disorientated. I can’t 

quite… and then she saw a handbag had appeared. “Excuse me”, she grabbed it. 

“I’ll, er, be back shortly…” 

 

    “You gonna be in there all night?” an impatient voice banged on the cubicle 

door. 

    “Just a minute!” Hannah insisted – and again looked at the false identity ‘SB’ 

had so providentially provided. ‘Hannah Windsor. Lived in a flat at 25, 

Cheltenham Road, NW1. Profession? Clerical officer for MI5. The spies? What 

did that mean? Well, she had to get there – to her home. Taxi? Lift with Alfie? She 

wasn’t sure what to do… 

    “Oi!” shouted the woman outside. 

    “Finished!” Hannah resolved she had no alternative if her clone sisters were to 

thrive. 

    She’d have to take a chance on Alfie… 

 

    “Well then”, Alfie grinned across the darkened Aston Martin. “You gonna invite 

me in, Hannah?” 

    “Ah - I would”, she politely demurred. “But my flatmate…” (one thing about 

being in the Space Vixens, it taught you to lie on your feet). “Maybe some other 

time?” 

    “Maybe”, he grinned. “My card”, he reached into the pocket of his sports jacket. 

    “Thank you”, Han took it – and then it all clicked – the accent, the car, the chat-

up lines. “Oh!” she exclaimed. “You’re that Alfie Roberts” (her mother would be 

so jealous). 

    “Guilty as charged”, he grinned. “It’s nice to meet someone who takes me on 

my own merits, not for the image”. 

    “I know what you mean”, she thought of her own life less ordinary, back on the 

future Mars. 

    One she could never return to… 

    So she kissed him – just on the cheek – then withdrew. “Am I getting mixed 

messages here?” he grinned. 

    “Just to make my Mum jealous”, she hastily got out of the car before her ‘sin’ 

was misconstrued – and with a wave the film star drove off into the night at high 

speed. 

    “Well!” Hannah exclaimed – found her door key and went into her new flat… to 

find the lights suddenly switch on. 

    “Well done!” a distinguished looking man in a business suit spun-around in a 

chair. 
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    “You’re sure he suspects nothing?” a handsome human male with a light Scots 

burr stepped out of (what she assumed) was her bathroom. 

    MI5 was she? Or was it MI6? “He has no idea who I really am” (Mrs Windsor 

herself certainly hadn’t). 

    “Call him next week”, the older man ordered. “Get him to come here for a meal 

or something”. 

    “I could suggest my flatmate’s away?” recalling old episodes of ‘Department X’ 

Hannah tried to be helpful. 

    And well she might. “Right 007”, the older man said to the younger, “we’d 

better be going. Well done Mrs Windsor! If only all our agents were as adaptable 

as you girls in admin”. 

    “Yes… if only”, Hannah Windsor experienced the first pangs of stark staring 

terror5 as the agents departed. 

    All save one.  

    “I thought they’d never leave”, James Bond, 007, smiled benignly as he went to 

a drinks cabinet to pour himself a vodka-martini (shaken not stirred). “The usual?” 

he suggested. 

    What the living daylights? “Y - yes”, Hannah desperately tried to figure out 

what was happening (her ‘usual’, it seemed, was a Cinzano Bianco with lemonade, 

poured). 

    “Looks clear”, Bond checked the window. “I’m sure ‘M’ is simply being 

overcautious. I don’t see how Roberts can possibly suspect”. 

    “Suspect me?” (she feared her truth already discovered). 

    “Suspect you of being anything more than an admin assistant at ‘Universal 

Exports’? Our cover organisation”. 

    “Oh yes, of course”, Hannah hastily agreed - then realized. “You’re here to 

protect me, aren’t you?” she calculated. 

    “Roberts could come back”, James raised a confused eyebrow. “You did 

deliberately let slip where you work, after all”. 

    Of course! “Thus he was only interested in me to get information?” if she felt 

deflated… Hannah also felt relieved. 

    “I doubt that’s the only factor”, Bond smiled. “Don’t do yourself down”. 

But you’re not yet fully trained”.  

    “I’m not?” Han realized there was something extra here she was supposed to 

already know. “Part of your job, right?” 

    “To get you up to speed”, Bond grinned wolfishly. “In all things. The final test 

before you can become a qualified field agent”. 

                                                           
5 Up to here taken from Episode 41.0 – ‘Dancing With Myself’ by Gary Mitchell (Ed.) 
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    Field agent? The shape of things to come? “Erm”, yes, right…” she felt herself 

burn a blush of fear. 

    Bond sensed. “How long have you been a widow?” he stared into her eyes. 

    “Oh, er, a few years now”, she detected undertow in his question - feared not 

only was there only the one bedroom in her flat - that he was also James Bond.  

    Had a reputation to live up to… 

    “Excuse me”, now terrified Hannah fled  

to the loo to pray, there to recall Athie and  

Kylie’s words of wisdom. ‘Your other  

self - your other clones - cannot do proper  

penance without you sinning upon their  

behalf ’. They’d left her totally alone: what  

better way to make her sin than to leave her  

no choice but to do what was necessary to  

maintain her given cover. 

    ‘Survival, first order of business’, she  

looked in the mirror, recalled all her inner  

steel. 

    ‘There will be an answer, let it be’? 

    If necessary she would make sacrifice for  

the sake of her clone sisters… 

 

    Hannah returned to her living area to find  

her ‘protector’ missing. “Mr Bond?” she  

questioned. “Mr Bond?” 

    “In here”, he called from the bedroom. So she went to the open door. “Don’t you 

think you should call me James”, he confidently smiled from under a bed sheet. 

    Her worst fears realized? “Mr Bond… James… I wasn’t expecting you…” 

    “Seduction is the final part of your agent’s training”, he reminded. 

    “It would be, wouldn’t it?” collecting herself with a mumbled sigh Hannah 

Windsor recalled her old MSDF drills, refused to be mesmerized by the secret 

agent’s legendary confidence and sophistication.  

    “You appear to be in my bed, James?” fearful of unknown territory she felt his 

maleness radiate animal ferocity. 

    “You sound surprised?” he looked her straight in the eye. “You know I 

volunteered to be your examiner”. 

    “Perhaps I should have asked for someone else”, she defiantly riposted. 

“Perhaps the balance of my mind was disturbed?” 

    “No”, he denied. “You’ve proved that this evening by entrapping Roberts. So? 

Are you ready for your final field test?” 
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    That could only mean one thing. And it wasn’t as if she had a viable escape. 

“I’m not as confident as you about these things”, she forced herself cross the 

threshold to face impending peril. An actress playing a part - not a miserable trans-

‘verse sinner? As time again lost all meaning Hannah Windsor forced herself 

become a surrogate ‘Bond girl’ - into a conscious effort to banish forever thoughts 

of a life of purity she could - for the good of her clone sisters - never recapture… 

 

    “Yes, jolly good”, Hannah moved in to cuddle, into afterplay position. “Pillow 

talk? Isn’t this how we spies obtain information?” 

    “It can be”, responding to her need for reassurance James held her tight. “You’re 

catching on fast. Based on what I’ve seen - I’ll pass you fit for duty - in fact”, he 

moved to reach for a stray biro by the side of the bed, “it’s time I wrote my report”. 

    “Now?” she was not amused. 

    “Now”, grinning he grabbed her leg - flipped her onto her tummy - and putting 

one hand onto the small of her back to hold her in place, took the pen in his other. 

“’Pass with distinction’”, he humorously scrawled upon her bottom. 

    Funny? Yes it was. “I see” - and recalling her MSDF hand-to-hand combat 

training Hannah shifted - quickly grabbed the pen from him - pounced. “’The Girl 

From MARS woz here’”, now licensed to thrill Hannah Windsor took her turn to 

write upon his butt - realized she’d won the final victory over herself. 

    That she loved sinning as a secret agent… 
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    When is a vision a dream - and a dream a vision? When you know from long 

experience the Supreme Being is contacting you directly. 

    That’s when… 

     “Forgive me father, I have sinned”, Hannah Windsor willingly bowed her head 

before Him in just contrition. 

    “I know”, donning the image of Sir Ian Mckellen as Gandalf in ‘Lord of The 

Rings’ He gleefully agreed. “I love it when a plan  

comes together. Just thought I’d pop in to reassure  

you somewhat”.  

    “Of course, Lord”. 

    “Lu!” He snapped His fingers and a dark-haired  

human woman dressed as a party devil appeared (toy  

pitchfork and all). 

    “Athie?” Hannah was shocked to see a transformed 

Goddess of Wisdom stand before her. 

    “Her sister, Lucia, actually”, ‘SB’ wryly explained. 

    “Her ‘evil twin’, if you will”, the girl qualified with a 

grin. “Her dark side”. 

    “All to bring balance to the ‘Verse - to your clones”, 

The Ultimate Entity elaborated. “From time to time  

you may need a little… guidance”. 

    “I’m to be possessed!” Hannah exclaimed her horror. 

    “An interpretation”, He shrugged. “She’s your  

‘guardian devil’, if you will”. 

    “When in doubt… call me”, Lucia devilishly grinned. 

    And with that - they were gone - leaving Hannah Windsor once again alone in 

the dark depths of the decadent year of 1966… 
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     The next day, and of all the people in the room Jane Moneypenny was perhaps 

the most thoughtful as Hannah Windsor finished her verbal report-back, her 

debrief about having been being ‘unexpectedly invited out to lunch’ that very day - 

the day after their ‘meeting’ of the night before - by infamous suspect film star 

Alfie Roberts.  

    “Do you need a tail?” despite the ‘training’ that had occurred between the 

woman and James she was 110% professional, suppressed her jealousy. “Or a 

wire?” 

     “If it could be arranged?” the older blonde was almost supine in her acceptance. 

     “It can”, if she privately felt like hitting her… as ‘M’s secretary Jane remained 

totally inscrutable.  

    “Thank you for the suggestion, Moneypenny, but ‘no’”, caught by his own 

concerns ‘M’ decided the notion too risky. “Behind his EastEnder-made-good 

façade Roberts is a predator. Having targeted her in the discotechque he may 

suspect already - be looking for those very things”. 

    “But that’s also his weakness”, Bond interjected. “He’s drawn to danger. Like 

all predators Roberts wants his prey”, he intuited what he’d learnt of Agent 

Windsor of the night before. “He wants the thrill of the chase of the kill. 

Regardless of risk”. 

    “Thank you 007”, ‘M’ reposted - was concerned that - in Freudulantly co-

describing himself - Bond might now be emotionally compromised. He had, after 

all, been the one who passed her ‘fit for field service’.  

    “It takes one to know one, James”, Moneypenny also barbed. 

    “I concur Roberts intends Mrs Windsor here a dupe - a conduit to gain access to 

our organisation”, ‘M’ continued to think aloud, suggest the obvious. 

    “Thus I need to be to him what he wishes me to be. Naive”, as an experienced 

operative from her ‘previous life’ as a Space Vixen Hannah easily concorded, 

knew the part she must play. “Jane?” she sought to obliquely move forward 

another part of ‘M’s (thus far) successful jigsaw. “You said earlier you have 

more?” 

    “Indeed”, Moneypenny was almost casual in her update. “Just before you 

arrived, James, we had a call from someone asking if we really did have a Hannah 
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Windsor working in the office at ‘Universal Exports’”. She smiled. “I told him 

everything he wanted to know”. 

    “Not the truth then?” Bond raised a grin. 

    “My mother has - had - a saying”, correcting herself Hannah pontificated. 

“’There’s no fool like an old fool’” (and on that theme she noticed Bond exchange 

an oblique glance with his superior). 

    “So?” James agreed. “We proceed with the entrapment as planned?” 

    “We do”, ‘M’ decided. “Try and get some rest over the next hour, Mrs Windsor. 

Before your ‘lunch date’”, he kindly suggested. 

    “Yes Sir”, she sighed - and obeying his oblique glance made to leave, mentally 

prepare herself for the mission. 

    “Not you 007”, ‘M’ called James back. “Moneypenny?” 

    “James, you’re booked on a 17:00 flight to Hong Kong”, the secretary quietly 

triumphed. 

    “Understood”, Bond realised his involvement with the idiosyncratic female 

trainee he’d ‘coached’ was destined (for the moment) to end here… 

 

 

    The chauffeured car containing Alfie Roberts was precisely on time. He wore a 

tailored suit and trousers, Hannah Windsor a light blue summer minidress. 

    “You don’t seem to be at all phased being alone with me today?” he inquired a 

wolfish grin. 

    “Should I be?” she tossed back her hair in deflection, their conversation 

continuing where it had left off the night before, in verbal fencing. 

    “That depends?” Alfie raised an intelligent eyebrow. “On how many questions 

you’ve asked about me this morning?” 

    “Ok”, Hannah sighed to settle. “I’ll level. I asked around. Alfie Roberts – sixty-

five. Londoner – that I got from you voice. Film actor, everybody knows that”. 

    “What else?” 

    “Ah!” she coyly smirked.  

“My other questions? They  

say businessman too, rich, and  

- they say - involved with  

organised crime”. 

    “’They’?” he pointedly  

laughed. 

    “’They’”, Hannah refused  

to further divulge. “People.  

Could it all be hearsay?  

Gossip. Yes?” 
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    He smiled. “You want me to confess?” 

    She’d been expecting that one. “You could lie either way – to impress me?” 

    “A man likes to be taken seriously?” 

    “So does a woman”, suppressing her nerves Hannah found - on that issue at least 

– she could afford to be honest. She also knew an overdose of adrenaline was now 

involved. Fear? Desire? If she was honest a bit of both. She ‘blamed’ James Bond 

for that change, her ‘liberation’ into the Swinging Sixties… 

    “Yes, I take you seriously Alfie”, she admitted. “You’re obviously experienced 

and successful”. 

    “You mean ‘old’?” he countered. 

    “Only chronologically”, she accepted. “And I’m not exactly a teenager myself”, 

she deprecated. “But you seem in excellent condition - mentally and physically”, 

she flirted. “It would be interesting to…” 

    She stopped.  

    “To what?” he pounced. 

    “To find out more about you”, Hannah realised he was not only taking the bait – 

but starting to swallow the hook. Also that - in his pool - he was a very dangerous 

shark indeed. 

    Just as well, therefore, they soon arrived at restaurant ‘La Luna’… 

 

    ‘You’re doing just great’, the image of ‘guardian devil’ appeared by Hannah’s 

side as the dessert turned into coffee. ‘Don’t worry, only you can see and hear me - 

so say nothing’.  

    ‘Right’ she thought. Fully casting aside her old identity as ex-Martian ‘First 

Lady’ - as a ‘Space Vixen From Mars’ - she wondered who here was the biggest 

liar – her with her false tale of ‘widowed office dogsbody’… or Alfie Roberts with 

his poor east-end barrow-boy-made-good-to- international-‘hard-man’-actor. Yet 

the adventure was (in a perverse way) fun. And if she had in the end to ‘terminate’ 

she might as well enjoy the journey. 

    “Thank you Alfie”, she said as the waiter brought a tray. “I’ve enjoyed our 

luncheon. I take it you’ll have your driver drop me back at my office?” 

    “For sure”, he grinned. “But do you have to work this afternoon?” 

    “Oh yes. Then I need to get home and… well… complete my chores”. 

    “As I said”, he learned deliberately forward to smile, “I’ll have my driver drop 

you off. And, if we were to have dinner tonight as well, he could again?” 

    “Ah!” Hannah amused as she mirrored his pose, chin in hands. “You hope after 

you drop me home I’ll invite you in?” her eyes met his without a blink. 

    “Sounds fun?” Roberts realised he was clearly getting transparent with age. 

    “I’d rather not spoil a good thing”, she (however) backed off to deflect, play 

hard-to-get. 
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    “Oh?” ego now locked onto a successful pursuit Alfie Roberts had no intention 

of letting his prey so easily slip. “Seriously, what about dinner?” his eyes clearly 

admired the discreet pronounce of her bosom before locking hers. “Tonight – since 

you’re free?” 

    “Here? Again?” sure she’d got his attention - had piqued his interest - Hannah 

Windsor shifted her position to gently tease. 

    “We could do. But come to my place instead – I’ve a private cook”, he bragged. 

    “Your place?” she amused. “A man of your… reputation?” 

    He leered. “If you don’t come – how will you know whether or not it’s 

deserved?” 

    “If I do” (she flirted), “I might find out it is?” 

    “It’s better to regret things you’ve done rather than things you didn’t, isn’t it?” 

    “You’re a very persuasive man, Alfie”, Han leaned forward a smirk. “A man in 

control, perchance?” 

    “That’s the way I like things”, he leaned his face to smile but a few inches from 

hers. 

    “Is that’s what it’s all about, Alfie?”  

    ‘You’ve been waiting all lunchtime to deliver that line, haven’t you?’ observed 

the spirit of her guardian anti-angel… 

 

    “How long have you worked for ‘Universal Exports’?” Alfie questioned as his 

driver pulled-up outside the office. 

    “A few years now. Since George… my late husband… passed away”, Hannah 

lied a partial truth. 

    “I understand”, Roberts  

feigned sympathy for her  

plight. “You need the  

income?” he chanced. “If  

you don’t mind me askin’?” 

    “Who doesn’t with this  

squeeze on6?” she politely 

 amused. 

    “I could help with that”,  

Alfie Roberts leered a  

(rather obvious) promise. 

    “I’m sure you could”, laughing, making sure she showed plenty of leg in the 

process, Hannah Windsor got out of the vehicle. “I’m not sure that’s such a good 

                                                           
6 ‘Save me, save me from this squeeze’, as The Kinks sang about PM Harold Wilson’s famous ‘credit squeeze’ to 

‘balance’ the UK economy. (Ed.) 
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idea. Maybe when I get to know you better?” she fluttered her eyebrows. “See you 

later”, she winked departure, wiggled inside to decorate the bait he’d seemingly 

already swallowed. 

    ‘Well played’, Lucia the devil professionally applauded… 

 

    “Well?” unable to curb her curiosity Jane Moneypenny stepped out of ‘M’s 

office - onto the landing to greet Windsor (‘no Hannah - if the newly qualified 

agent was no longer involved with James she could perhaps afford to build bridges 

and make friends’). 

    “I’m invited to his place tonight”, Han sighed concern it was all a little bit too 

fast - too good to be true (and if things seem too good to be true they usually are). 

    “So soon?” Jane concurred as ‘M’ arrived to beckon them both inside. 

    “That is the kind of question my mother would have asked”, Hannah couldn’t 

resist quipping. 

    “By all accounts Roberts doesn’t waste time in taking what he wants”, ‘M’ 

attempted to soothe. “Well, we can be ready. Let’s debrief and prepare”, he was 

businesslike.  

    “Let her freshen-up first”, resentment morphing into pity for the older trainee 

Moneypenny took Hannah along by the hand. 

   “Thank you”, she easily accepted the sisterly gesture. 

   “We will need to formulate an emergency extraction protocol”, not looking for 

anything that wasn’t there ‘M’ considered aloud. “Have your fingernails done - oh 

- and that new stiletto heel device of ‘Q’ Branch’s…” 

 

 

    Some hours later Hannah Windsor realised just how much she’d been fooling 

herself about the potential danger. Upon arrival at Alfie Roberts’ palatially 

converted manor house on the western outskirts of London she noted high fences 

and walls, once inside an efficient and watchful staff. The ‘target’ was clearly a 

man with a lot of people out to ‘get him’. A man used to using force to get and 

keep what he wanted… 

    If anything went wrong the rescue team may come too late… 

    “Thank you”, she allowed his driver open the car door to enable her exit. To 

reinforce his view of her as a ‘woman of limited means’ she’d deliberately worn 

the same dress as earlier that day. ‘Treat ‘em mean, keep ‘em keen?’ It also 

suggested she attached limited importance to the evening. 

    Roberts, however, had changed into a polo shirt and slacks. His hawk-like grin 

greeted, showed her through his house, and into a clearly private wing. 

    “Impressive pad you have h…” – but taking her in his arms Alfie silenced her 

with a forced kiss - his strong hands gripping her shoulders. Caught by total 
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surprise at such an early move she dropped her handbag - found herself responding 

as non-committally as she could (under the circumstances). ‘If anything went 

wrong’? It just had. Assault? It’d be her word against his – she’d fail the mission - 

all her efforts and best hope for survival here up in smoke… 

    Her clones betrayed. 

    “Quite a greeting, Alfie!” seriously alarmed as she fought to extricate Hannah 

realised he smelt of musk and activated pheromones. 

    “Just so you know how I feel”, making it clear it was his decision to disengage, 

Roberts released. 

    So, a dominator was he? Well judo and her MSDF training taught how to turn 

that into a weakness… “Maybe, Alfie, you feel too much?” Hannah caught her 

breath, gathered up her bag,  moved away toward some French windows. Escape? 

No, not that way…. “Yes, too much”, she defiantly turned around to confront. 

    “Good, you’re staying”, he approved her action. “Your choice, of course”. 

    “I was… unprepared”, sniffing protest she noted the carefully laid-out dining 

table. “You, er, have a very opulent house”, she deflected. “Apart from acting… 

what exactly is you line?” 

    “I’m feeding it you now”, Alfie Roberts distracted. “Like they say”, he went to 

the bell-pull. “I’m also in organised crime”. 

    “I’m shocked you admit the allegation”, Hannah made every effort to look 

surprised as a suited woman of about sixty entered, followed by a heavy who 

looked the type who didn’t need to be armed. 

    “That’s why I have to be careful”, Alfie apologised with all the grace of a 

securely absolute monarch – Henry VIII on a bad day. “We’ve only just met, you 

see. If you’d be so good as to let Mrs Palin check your handbag for weapons”. 

    “Oh?” she flared sarcasm. “I’m afraid I’ve only the revolver in there!” 

    “Please”, Roberts smiled. “This isn’t a game of ‘Cluedo’”. 

    “I’m actually insulted by your lack of hospitality”, Hannah bristled as she 

succumbed to the inevitable, grudgingly handed it to the woman. 

    “I would be too in your situation”, her host willingly agreed. “If you prefer you 

can leave?” 

    “Just this!” the burly Mrs Palin pulled- 

out a pre-packed syringe. 

    “Its insulin”, Han felt all eyes upon her.  

“I’m a diabetic”. 

    “You didn’t tell me?” 

    “Not on a first date”, she iced - felt  

she could afford to be caustic. “As you  

said Alfie; quote, ‘we’ve only just met’”. 

    “Fair dos!” he saw he’d caused deep  
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offence. “I’m sorry”, he gestured the item be returned to his guest. “But you do 

understand…” 

    “Apology accepted if it’s a good meal and you redeem yourself by being an  

uxorious host for the rest of the evening”. 

    “Ah”, he hid all expression. “I’ve been very naughty, haven’t I?” 

    “Yes, you have”, Hannah sniffed she’d achieved some sort of parity. “Are your 

guards invited too?” 

    “Go”, the semi-omnipotent actor-cum-gangster casually ordered. “Please, Han”, 

he chanced a diminutive, “be seated”, he played the gentleman and moved her 

chair for her. “I handled that badly, I can see”. 

    “Not a good start to our date”, as the Space Vixens’ former diplomat Hannah 

Windsor could inveigle and ingratiate with the best of them… 

 

 

    A false sense of security? Following the faux pas their second meal of the day 

progressed with good food, good conversation and improving relations. Hannah 

found her host most solicitous. Indeed he was so ‘pleasant’ she had to remind 

herself this wasn’t a social call; recall they were both potential victims here. 

    Just as much as the roast duck she’d just consumed.  

    He clearly wanted something - and it wasn’t difficult to work out what. 

    Her. 

    For starters, anyway. 

    “More wine?” Alfie offered a chair by the mute fireplace as Mrs Palin and her 

team rapidly cleared away. “Madeira”, he clarified. “Or a smoke? I’ve tobacco, 

cannabis, cocaine…” 

    “Wine”, a raised hand agreed enough was as good as a feast. “Are you trying to 

get me high, Alfie?” 

    “Why not?” he poured her a large glass – handed it over, moved to sit opposite. 

“It is 1966 after all - and the night is young. Also”, a sly glance checked the 

servants were long gone, “after today’s getting-to-know-you… Well, I’d love you 

to stay the night?” 

    “You’re very blunt”, Han forced a smile, pretended to be shocked. “The classic 

‘wine, dine, bed-time’?” despite her mission parameters she openly challenged. 

    “Sounds good to me”, he laughed they were both ‘people of the world’. 

    “I’m not that sort of girl?” she saw it was time to (metaphorically) fix a price. 

    “You did say you thought I was, ‘well maintained for my age’?” 

    “Also ‘old enough to be my father’?” she parried with a credulity that stretched 

to minor insult. 

    At that Alf Roberts laughed uproariously. “That’s what’s intrigued me about you 

all along! You’re not just pretty! You’ve a sharp mind as well!” 
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    ‘Maybe too sharp’, she could see him ponder. “You need one to survive as a 

widowed lady”, she utilised her quasi-fictitious back-story. 

    “But you’ve had… company since?” he challenged. 

    Hannah thought of James Bond - of her fast-flowing Rubicon of the night before 

- felt herself blush. “That’s none of your business”, she half-confirmed. 

    “Aren’t you the least interested to see how I’d match-up?” he wondered. 

    Ego? The moment of truth? Was she nearly there – or was she nearly exposed? 

Do it now – or risk him cooling off? She was into unknown territory – even the 

Martian ‘Special Services’ didn’t conduct missions like this.  

    Carefully Hannah Windsor rose to her feet… and put her drink down.  

    “May I be blunt?” she opened. 

    “I am”, enjoying their banter  

Alfie agreed. 

    “You and I can get romance any  

time we wish”, she challenged. “But  

a stimulating encounter? That, I  

suggest, we’d both find… rare”. 

    “Agreed”, he moved not a muscle. 

 “So? What will it be?” 

    “My call?” 

    “Of course”. 

    Hannah hesitated - then resolved. “Your bedroom through here?” clutching her 

precious handbag she slowly sashayed deeper into the wolf’s lair of his private 

chambers. 

    And into possible oblivion… 

 

    ‘Good call’, a watching Lucia approved as - once inside Alfie Roberts’ private 

inner sanctum - Hannah Windsor decided sooner started was soonest finished. 

Carefully and discreetly dropping her bag by the double four-poster bed she pulled 

off her minidress and – shaking her fashionable bob – quickly unhooked. Was she 

excited? Hooked on adrenaline? Surprisingly - yes! And not for the reasons her 

host thought… 

    “I’d like to welcome you to my room – but you seem to be already making 

yourself at home”, scarce able to contain his lust after today’s ‘chase’ Alfie was 

likewise already disrobing. 

    ‘It’s Ok, only you can ever see me’, Lucia confirmed… 

    “Let’s be honest”, Hannah further lied as she continued to disrobe, “we both get 

to each other”. 

    “Glad the see I still cut it”, the criminal mastermind confidently bared all with 

not inconsiderable pride. 
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    “We’ll see”, fear rising to a fever pitch at how she was about to further sin 

Agent Windsor sought to still her beating heart. 

    ‘You’re doing great’, Lucia the guardian devil meanwhile reassured… 

 

 

    At which point time seemed to stand still. ‘Revenge!’ Lucia reappeared in 

Hannah’s peripheral vision. ‘Do it! You know you want to’. 

    Back to reality? Yes. Done? Yes - he was! 

    “Not bad – but this is payback!” Hannah now deliberately scratched the semi-

comatose actor/criminal with the one fingernail she’d been especially saving. 

    “Ow!” Roberts hurt – fought for breath – rolled off. 

    ‘Any second now’, Agent Windsor lay back to cogitate upon life, the universe - 

and everything… 

    Had time enough elapsed? It had. Was he out? Yes – he was. 

    Knowing the anaesthetic from her nail pin wouldn’t last for long she strained to 

pull herself out from under the snoring monster. Quickly – tottering to her feet – 

she went to her bag and pulled out her ‘insulin’. Carefully - like he was Edward II - 

she injected it into his bum - a place where no trace of the jab would show. Next - 

equally carefully - she took a fresh needle from the lining of her bag – and with it 

pierced her arm so blood would exude, thereby securing an alibi should Roberts’ 

people decide to be thorough and check. Next, she pulled out a bedsheet to cover 

herself. 

    Mission accomplished? Yes, almost… “When they said sin I hadn’t known 

they’d mean the big one”, she mumbled to herself the conundrum of cold-blooded 

murder. 

    ‘All in a day’s work with a licence to kill’, her guardian devil grinned.  

    One, two, three… “Help!” Hannah Windsor ran out into the manor house to play 

the terrified female stereotype.  “Help! It’s Alfie! Call an ambulance! I think he’s 

had a heart attack!” 

    Just her escape out of here now left to bluff. 

    To secure her future. 

    Her ‘OO’ licence to kill… 
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    “Well done Mrs Windsor”, ‘M’ offered Hannah a seat, Moneypenny standing 

by. 

    “Er, thank you”, Hannah was nervous in the extreme. She had - after all - the 

evening before - for the first time ever in her life taken a sentient’s life outside of 

legal military action. 

    “It will get easier”, Moneypenny seemed to understand.  

    “Sometimes to protect the realm it is necessary to act outside of the law”, ‘M’ 

reassured. 

     “I understand”, now committed to a life in espionage Han steeled herself to an 

uncertain future. 

    “I hope you do”, ‘M’ cautioned. “Have no doubts Roberts was attempting to use 

you to infiltrate our organisation. Would inevitably have killed you”. 

    “Indeed”, she recalled the way he had indeed used her… 

    ‘See, all Ok?’ Lucia the devil sprung into her mind to endorse. 

    “It’s all over the papers today”, Jane passed her a copy of the current ‘Daily 

Express’. “No mention of you - just ‘famous film actor dies of unexpected heart 

attack’. His backers want it kept quiet”. 

    “His backers?” 

    “SMERSH, SPECTRE, THRUSH, SWORD, some such group”, as head of MI6 

‘M’ was cagey. “Roberts was one of their main UK agents. By using you on this 

mission we’ve removed him without their suspecting”. 

    “Am I in danger as a result?” Hannah wondered. 

    “Danger, Mrs Windsor, is our business.  Now, we’re forming up a special unit. 

UFO investigation and such…” 

    “Aliens?” she knew from her previous life as a Space Vixen this was the era of 

‘first incursion’. 

    “If there are any out there”, ‘M’ was sceptical. “You’re to take the rank of 

Squadron Leader in the RAF to join as our representative a newly formed hush-

hush Ministry of Alien Research and Surveillance, based down in Hampshire”. 

    “’MARS’”, she couldn’t help herself but smile at the acronym. 

    “They do love these mnemonics”, Moneypenny sighed. “I expect it to be mainly 

admin”. 

    “A soft posting because of my years?” she challenged. 
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    “Who knows?” controller ‘M’ shrugged. “We can recall you to MI6 service if 

needs be. But, to all intents and purposes, you’ll be our ‘Girl from MARS’” 

    “Ah!” Moneypenny smiled as a tall man in his late thirties entered - obviously 

an agent. “Mr Steele, we’ve been expecting you”. 

    “Captain Christopher Steele, Borsetshire Regiment”, ‘M’ introduced. “Meet 

Flight Lieutenant Hannah Windsor”. 

    ‘He’s hot’, Lucia meowed. ‘Stop it!’ Hannah mentally bid her shut-up. 

    “You’ll be working together for MARS”, Moneypenny explained. 

    “Charmed”, his firm handshake and piercing smile penetrated Hannah with a 

frission of excitement. “Call me ‘Kit’”. 

    ‘Kit’ it is”, she responded - and suddenly Hannah Windsor knew - if obliged to 

sin in this time and place - she’d yet come home. 

    That the Supreme Being does indeed move in mysterious ways… 

 

‘The Girl From MARS’ will return in ‘Between A Rock And A 

Hard Place’... 
 

 

 


